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Abstract :
Improving fuel economy and reducing the Greenhouse-Gas emissions have been the determining factors
in the development and implementation of innovative automotive technologies. Engine thermal man-
agement is one of the research fields that tries to solve these issues. It can be applied when controlling
temperatures in different cooling circuits with an electronically actuated valve, which respects certain
thermal management strategies. This control varies depending on several parameters such as temper-
ature, load and engine rotational speed. This paper is part of a larger work that aims to improve the
robustness of this valve design process since the early steps while minimizing the torque requirements of
the DC-actuator. The first part of the paper will describe the hydro-mechanical concept of the valve. The
second part will be focused on the hydro-mechanical model that has been developed in order to simulate
the multi-physical environment and so was validated based on available experimental measurements.
The third part is concentrated on the model experimental validation. The last part is dedicated to dis-
cuss optimization results of a particle swarm based optimization (PSO) loop applied on a simpler model,
which helps to determine an optimal geometrical configuration.
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1 Introduction
The EIA (United States Energy Information Administration) estimates that world consumption of oil
and other liquid fuels is 93,8 million barrels per day (Mb/d) for 2015 and expects this consumption to
increase by 1,4 Mb/d in the next years to come [1]. Oil is the world’s first energy resource as it satisfies
32% of energy needs. It is the most used energy resource in transportation with more than 90% of the
final energy consumption (Figure 1).

Automotive manufacturers are currently searching for solutions to reduce engine emissions in order to
improve fuel economy and satisfy global regulations, which set maximum limits for exhaust emissions
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Figure 1: World oil consomption

of vehicles. Otherwise, they get a penalty for each gram of exceeded emissions per kilometer on each
registered car [2]. Since many years, considerable improvements have been made by reducing the global
weight of the vehicle, friction losses in the engine, aerodynamic drag on the body, rolling resistance of
the tire/road interface or by trying new materials such as new metallic alloys or composite materials. In
this paper, we are interested in engine thermal management, and more precisely, in coolant temperature
control by an electronically controlled valve.

The oil temperature is directly linked to the coolant temperature. By increasing it, the oil viscosity is
decreased, which is the key to reducing mechanical losses due to friction [4], [6], especially in the first
moments from a cold start. This decreases the fuel consumption and so the CO2 emissions. In this
context, MANN+HUMMEL (automotive component supplier in thermal management) has brought an
innovative approach to one of the most important engine parts: the Active Cooling Thermo-Management
Valve (ACT Valve). It represents a replacement for current wax-thermostat based cooling management
systems. In fact, the electronically controlled ’smart’ ACT Valve gives a new design to a traditional
engine component which has always relied on wax thermostats (or calorstats), in order to control engine
cooling [3]. Moreover, wax thermostats have the inevitable problem of slow response time, due to the
time of wax thermal expansion, which has a direct effect on engine temperature regulation [7]. The
ACT valve reduces fuel consumption by 1,6% on average [4]. So making engine run at a higher coolant
temperature, in a short warm up time, ensures a significant decrease of fuel consumption. In addition,
the “no flow” position of the ACT valve guarantees a fast warm up time. In fact, when the engine is
cold, the “no flow” valve position allows the engine to warm up faster, by keeping all valves closed, as
the vehicle reaches the optimum operating regime faster (Figure 2).

Figure 2: The "no flow" position effect of the ACT valve compared to wax thermostat [4]
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Figure 3: Typical external simplified coolant circuit

The ACT valve is located on the engine breech as part of the coolant circuit, which is composed generally
of three branches: cabin heater, radiator and bypass (Figure 3). This last branch is used to increase the
temperature in the warm up phase (after the "no flow" position) as the coolant flows from the engine to
the pump and flows back to the engine again in a closed loop.

Figure 4: The ACT valve consisting internal parts

The ACT valve is mainly composed of a rotating cylindrical cam driving by a DC-actuator. It controls,
accurately, the distribution and flow of the coolant in different branches of the cooling circuit including
the engine and the interior heating/cooling system through valves that manage the opening and closing
of branches (Figure 4).

This paper is part of a larger work that aims to improve the robustness of the ACT valve design process
since the early steps while minimizing the torque requirements of the DC-actuator. Taking into account
the multi-physical constraints of the operating environment such as water regain, mechanical load, fa-
tigue, wear and clearances, but also of manufacturing constraints and process and geometrical tolerances
related to the injection of thermoplastic parts. So in order to qualify the design process as robust, these
uncertainties must be taken into account from the design phase to ensure the effectiveness and reliability
of this valve over its lifetime. This paper deals with a new hydro-mechanical model, which is composed
of four different sub-models, a mechanical model, a hydraulic model, and two local models of contact
and wear. Modeling has been developed in order to simulate the multi-physical environment and so was
validated based on experimental data. The most interesting parameter is the torque required for the cam
rotation because its maximum value in full charge corresponds to the torque requirement of the DC-
Actuator. Finally, an optimal geometrical configuration was determinated, using a particle swarm based
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optimization (PSO) process for which we have created a simpler model based on the global previous
one.

2 Hydro-mechanical modeling

2.1 The global multi-physical model
In order to ensure the physical coupling between the mechanical model and the hydraulic model, the
coolant flow generates a pressure drop when passing through the act valve. This pressure exerts a hydro-
mechanical force on the projected area of the valve. Depending on the engine speed and load, the
hydraulic forces can reach 80% of contribution in the torque requirements [4].

The hydraulic model gives as output the pressure drops of the three valves according to their positions
given by the mechanical model (Figure 5). The engine rotational speed in RPM are also included since
the engine is coupled to the coolant pump and as its the rotational speed increases, the pressure exerted
by the coolant pump on the ACT valve is also increased.

The local wear model communicates with the mechanical model, as this last one gives as output the
normal force exerted on top head of each valve, the wear model estimates the wear on the valve head and
gives back new valve lift to the mechanical model. The modeling was based on the Global Incremental
Wear Model (GIWM) [11], which relays on Archard theory of wear [12].

The local contact model is implemented in the mechanical model and takes as input the material proper-
ties and the geometrical aspects of the contact (e.g. sphere to plane in our case). The electrical actuator
is modeled as a constant velocity source in which the inverse dynamics method is used to determine the
resistive torque on the cam.

Figure 5: Flow chart for the global multi-physical model and its interactions

Both local wear and contact models presented here are going to be used in future works. This global
multi-physical model was implemented and so was validated on available experimental data for a specific
geometrical configuration of the ACT valve. The modeling was conducted on "Simscape Multibody"
modeling environment. The multi-physical model was presented and its modeling equations were ex-
plained in our previous work [5].

Note for readers: All results presented are normalized to the maximal value, due to confidential context.
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2.2 Model sensitivity analysis
To improve the performances of the act valve, we went to look for new configurations of parameters that
could be interesting. Car manufacturer impose their hydraulic specifications and a maximal packaging
constraints, these constraints orient us to dig more in the mechatronic aspects of the system. A sensitivity
analysis was carried out on the global multi-physical model to evaluate the sensitivity of the torque
requirements to certain geometric parameters such as the slopes of the cam profile, radius of the the
curves, friction coefficients and the radius of the tracks of the cam also to the rotational speed of the
engine.

Figure 6: (a) resistive torque, (b) pressure drop, (c) lift and (d) flow rate sensitivity to RPM variation

First example: Rotational Engine speed RPM

Increasing the engine speed from 3000 RPM to 5000 RPM causes an increase in the average torque and
in the maximum torque which can rise by 60% (figure 6.a). This augmentation is directly related to the
pressure drops created in the ACT valve. The increase in coolant flow through the ACT valve, as a result
of this increase in RPM, is at the origin of these pressure drops.

Second example: Cam profile angles

As shown on the figure 7.a, the total resistive torque, the valves lifts, the pressure drop and flow rate are
all directly related to the rising angle of the cam. The reduction of the angle implies a reduction in the
torque, it can reach 5% for a variation of just 4 deg. the reduction of the angle also implies an increase
in the length of the contact zone of the cam on the valve while being limited by 330 deg. The reduction
of the angle also implies an increase in the length of the contact zone between the cam and the valve
while being limited by 330 deg.

Several sensitivity analysis were performed and many parameters were tested. System sensitivity ana-
lysis has provided a better understanding of the capacity and limitations of its performance, and will
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Figure 7: (a) resistive torque, (b) pressure drop, (c) lift and (d) flow rate sensitivity to raising angle
variation (+/- 2 degrees)

make a solid step in the the optimization process. The total resistive torque sensitivity analysis carried
out above conduct basically to experimental validation tests of the model.

3 The Experimental validation of the model

3.1 Experimental bench
The experimental bench was designed and then build in order to demonstrate experimentally the capacity
of the multi-physical global model to predict accurate new designs suggestions. The hypothesis of the
experimental protocol states that the numerical simulation is sufficiently accurate to help choosing a new
geometrical configuration and a more robust design based on a sensitivity analysis of several parameters.
The experimental bench emulates the operational mechanical aspects of the system for a single valve on
its track (Figure 8.a). The test cam (Figure 8.b) numbered (6) is driven by an electrical brush-less motor
(8) with a constant velocity of 0.5 rotation per minute. Torque measurements are obtained using a torque
transducer (7), mounted on the cam shaft. Lift measurements are obtained using a laser position sensor
(2), that reads indirectly the valve head vertical position. The mass loads are used to emulate a constant
hydraulic pressure on the valve. In this section, third track test results are presented, it is designed to
demonstrate the sensitivity of the torque requirement to angular and curves variation during the rising
phase and the sliding down phase (Figure 9).
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(a) Experimental bench (b) Zoom-in on the test cam

Figure 8: Experimental bench used to validate the model: (1) 2nd mass support, (2) Distance sensor,
(3) Mass load, (4) 1st mass support, (5) Valve head, (6) test cam with 5 tracks, (7) Torque transducer,
(8) Electrical motor

Figure 9: The test cam profile of the third track. (i) R1, R2 and R3 are curve radii (R1 < R2 < R3),
(ii) β1, β2 and β3: the cam rising angles (β3<β2<β1 and: β1 = 3× β3, β2 = 2× β3 )

3.2 Experimental results
An identification phase of parameters has taken place, in which frictional coefficients and initial resistive
torque with no load were identified.

The experiment was carried out first for one and then twomass loads at a constant rotational cam speed of
0.5 RPM in order to remain in a quasi-static mode to avoid the dynamic effects and the high accelerations
generated at high rotational speed which may have an influence on the torque and lift measurements.

Experimental measurements were acquired using the National Instrument acquisition and control mod-
ules. Experimental data were processed using Matlab acquisition toolbox. Lift and torque measurement
for a complete clockwise revolution are shown below on figure 10.

As the lift increases from 0% to 100%, the resistive torque is also increased and stays constant for the
rising angular portion, it depends on the value of the rising angle. On the angular portions of 100%
lift, the torque remains constant and has the same value for the 3 bumps. On the angular portions of the
profile curves, there is a slight difference in the slope of the resistive torque while falling down to its
minimal value.
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Figure 10: (a) Lift and (b) total resistive torque experimental measurements: the experiment was per-
formed on the 3 track of the test cam for one mass load (blue), then two mass loads (orange), the cam
rotational speed was set to 0.5 RPM

3.3 Experimental and numerical results comparison
In this section, the experimental measurements of total resistive torque and lift are compared to those
obtained with the numerical simulations (Figure 11).

The error ε(θ) between the numerical and experimental, normalized to the respective sensor accuracies,
is presented on Figure 12 and is calculated as follows:

ε(θ) =
| Xexp −Xnum |

∆Xaccuracy
(1)

The error values which are less than one time the accuracy of the sensors could be considered as to be
due to the sensor accuracy. For the values of error greater than many times the sensor accuracy, the
mismatch could be considered to have geometrical and mechanical causes. One reason may be test cam
manufacturing tolerances and uncertainties especially on the cam angles. The use of an elastic coupling
may also lead to inaccurate measurement results. Lastly, the precision in the identification process of the
frictional coefficient may also influence the error. In future works, a full 3D dimensional analysis of the
manufactured test cam and valve head will take place in order to identify accurately the error sources.
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Figure 11: (a) Lift and (b) total resistive torque experimental measurements associated with numerical
simulations of the lift and torque.
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Figure 12: (a) Lift error and (b) torque error normalized to the respective sensors accuracies (calculated
only for the first load). The calculated value of the root-mean-square error (εrms) normalized to the
torque transducer accuracy is εrmstorque = 4.19. The root-mean-square error normalized to the lift
sensor accuracy is εrmslift = 8.1.
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A quadratic mean of the normalized error is also given in the caption of the Figure 12. These measure
gives a global representation of the error over the profile and is calculated as follows:

εrms =

√√√√ 1

Npoints

Npoints∑
i=1

(
Xexp −Xnum

∆Xaccuracy

)2

(2)

where:
εrms : quadratic mean of the normalized error
Xexp : experimental measurements
Xnum : numerical computations
Npoints : measurement points number
∆Xaccuracy : the sensor accuracy

4 Design optimization of the ACT valve

4.1 Introduction
Due to the complexity of the multi-physical global model and to the enormous time that the simulation
in a closed loop optimization might take using the global model (up to 100 000 iterations). A simpler
model has been created, in which certain functional aspects of the valve were neglected, such as wear
on the heads of the valves, contact, clearances, curved surfaces, and valves geometry.

The determination of a geometric configuration of the ACT-Valve must meet a number of constraints.
Moreover, this geometry strongly influences the torque requirement of the DC motor. This geometry is
controlled by many parameters (as demonstrated in the sensitivity analysis) and it is difficult to find by
hand the configuration that meets both the specifications while minimizing the torque requirements.

The ACT Valve current design complies with customer specifications. However, it is possible to find
other geometrical configurations that require a lower torque on the DC actuator. To find these other
configurations, we propose to solve this problem as an optimization problem.

The optimal geometrical configuration found after running the optimization loop needs to be tested in
the multi-physical global model and results of the simulation are to be shown in future works.

Here a case of an ACT valve with three branches is presented: Cabin Heater, Radiator, and By-Pass
circuits.

4.2 Optimization problem
An optimization problem is defined by its variables, constraints and objective functions. Here, only the
cam geometrical parameters are considered as optimization variables. The optimization constraints and
objective functions are defined below.

4.2.1 Optimization variables : Cam geometry

The considered geometrical parametrization of the cam is represented in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Cabine heater, By-pass and Radiator valves cam track profiles

It corresponds to the following variables :

a) Cabin heater track
Track radius Rcabin = [Rcabinmin..Rcabinmax]

Angular position of start of climb θcabin = [θcabinmin..θcabinmax]

Slope of climb αcabin = [αcabinmin..αcabinmax]

Angular range of the positive slope portion ∆θcabin = [∆θcabinmin..∆θcabinmax]

Angular limitation θcabinlimit

b) By-pass track
Track radius RBP = [RBPmin..RBPmax]

Angular position of start of climb θBP = [θBPmin..θBPmax]

Positive slope of the climb αBP+ = [αBP+min..αBP+max]

negative slope of the climb αBP− = [αBP−min..αBP−max]

Angular range of the full opening ∆θBP = [∆θBPmin..∆θBPmax]

Angular range of the positive slope portion ∆θBP+ = [∆θBP+min..∆θBP+max]

Angular range of the negative slope portion ∆θBP− = [∆θBP−min..∆θBP−max]

Angular limitation θBPlimit

c) Radiator track
Track radius Rradia = [Rradiamin..Rradiamax]

Angular position of start of climb θradia = [θradiamin..thetaradiamax]

Slope of climb αradia = [αradiamin..αradiamax]

Angular range of the positive slope portion ∆θradia = [∆θradiamin..∆θradiamin]

Angular limitation θradialimit

4.2.2 Optimization constraints

The constraints can be classified in two different categories
a) Geometric constraints
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The cam must have a sufficiently wide angular portion during which all valves will be closed:

θcabinmin ≥ S1 (3)

The cam must have a sufficiently wide angular portion during which the cabine valve is fully open and
the other valves remain totally closed:

θcabin + ∆θcabin + S2 < θBP (4)

The lowest track radius must remain above a minimum radius value, due to the assembly solution:

(Rcabinmin, RBPmin, Rradiamin) ≥ S3 (5)

Track radius must be at least at a certain distance apart.

Ri −Rj ≥ S4 (6)

where
i, j: [cabin, BP, radia], i 6= j

The largest radius must remain less than a maximum radius value

Rcabin,BP,radiamax ≤ S5 (7)

where Si : Boundary parameter
This parameter is set to the maximal or the minimal value that respects the constraints listed above.

b) Hydraulic constraints

Figure 14: Cabine heater, By-pass and Radiator valves cam profil.

The hydraulic resistances of the valves in the fully open position must remain less than customer re-
quirements:

(Rcabin
h , RBP

h , Rradia
h ) ≤ CR1 (8)
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The hydraulic resistance in the fully closed position must remain above a minimum value:

Rclosed
h ≥ CR2 (9)

where CRi : customer requirements

4.2.3 Optimization objectives

a) Torque requirement minimization

As presented in [5], the total torque required is the minimal torque that the actuator must provide in
order to rotate the cam. The torque depends on the angular position of the cam. It is the maximum value
of this torque on a complete rotation of the cam that we are seeking to minimize.

CTOTAL(θ) = (ΣiFi(θ)×Ri × [tan(αi(θ)) + f ]) + CB(θ) + C0 (10)

with
Fi(θ) = Pc + k × Li(θ) + ∆Pi(θ)×Ai (11)

where
CTOTAL: total resistive torque
Fi(θ) : normal load due to the spring and the hydraulic forces
i : [cabin heater, BP, radia]
CB : resistive torque created by the cam support plan
C0 : Constant resistive torque created by the O ring seal
Ri : valve track radius
f : friction coefficient
Pc : spring preloading
k : spring stiffness
∆Pi : pressure drops
Ai : valve projected area
αi : Slope of climb
Li : lift

Figure 15: Total torque calculation schema: FN vertical force applied on the contact point, including
Fspring spring force and Fhydraulic hydraulic forces applied on the contact point (cam/valve)
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b) The packagingminimization (maximal occupied volume)As a start, we chose to link the packaging
requirement to to the highest cam lift and to the maximum value of the largest trackmax(Ri). Therefore,
it is this last value that we will also seek to minimize.

4.2.4 Solving the optimization problem

As stated, this optimization problem is a bi-objective problem. We chose to solve it using a heuristic
algorithm based on the particulate swarm method [16] adapted to treat bi-objective problems. This
adaptation is inspired by [17] and has already been used in [18], [19] and well detailed in [15]. The size
of the swarm has been set at 1000, and 500 iterations were chosen. To ensure a good convergence of our
results, the process was run 10 times. The results discussed below.

4.3 Analysis and interpretation
After running the optimization algorithm 10 times, it proposed several geometrical configurations to
reduce the torque requirements on the DC-actuator and it converges towards an optimal solution which
results will be presented in this paper. The optimization algorithm presents a new geometrical config-
uration as it changes the initial parameters of the cam and the arrangement of its tracks (Figure 16.c).

In fact, it has reduced the cabin heater lift by 17% and put it on the second cam track. It also reduced the
bypass lift by 9%, reduced the first slope by 17%, increased the second one by 25% and put the By-pass
configuration on the third track. Finally, it proposed to reduce the radiator lift by 33%, the radiator slope
by 32% and put it on the first cam track (Figure 16.b).
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Figure 16: Results of the optimization algorithm: (a) initial and optimized torque requirements, (b)
initial and optimized cam profile, (c) initial and optimized tracks arrangement
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These changes caused a significant decrease of the torque requirements on the DC-actuator, 34% reduc-
tion on the maximum torque requirements (Figure 16.a) and about 33% reduction in cam packaging,
this represents a 5% decrease in the total height of the ACT valve.

This new geometric suggestion proposed by the optimization algorithm constitutes a first step in the
resizing the electrical actuator. The next step will be to implement this configuration on the global
multi-physical model then to test it experimentally to validate this optimization and justify the probable
actuator resizing.

5 Conclusion
This work helped to ensure the effectiveness and reliability of this valve over its lifetime, first by de-
veloping a multi-physical core model able to predict and simulate the operational aspects of the ACT
valve then by optimizing the geometrical cam configuration on a simpler model in order to predict new
design suggestions based on a particle swarm based optimization (PSO) loop. The suggestions of the
optimization algorithm has brought a 34% reduction in the maximum torque requirement and about
5% of packaging in the cam direction. The next step will be to evaluate experimentally the geomet-
rical configuration recommendations of the optimization algorithm then to seek ways to integrate these
new configurations in the design process. Only cam optimization results were presented in this paper.
In future works, the optimization will include other valve geometrical parameters. Another focus will
remain on the identification of the error sources of the experimental bench, in this context, a 3D dimen-
sional analysis of the test cam and the valve head are already scheduled to check the conformity of the
manufactured test cam.
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